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1 Introduction

1.1 The puzzle: exhaustivity and variation across predicates

∎ Strong exhaustivity vs. weak exhaustivity.

○ Strongly exhaustive (SE) reading: validates the argument in (1)

(1) Lisa Vs who called. ⊧ Lisa Vs who didn’t call.

(2) Scenario: For everybody that actually called (e.g., a, b and c), Lisa believes that they called. But Lisa
also believes that someone else called (e.g., d) who in fact didn’t call.
Lisa knows who called. FALSE

○ Weakly exhaustive (WE) reading: does not validate the argument in (3)

(3) Lisa Vs who called. ⊭ Lisa Vs who didn’t call.

(4) Scenario (from Gilmore Girls): Luke and Lorelay have been friends for a long time. Luke recently
started dating X. Lorelay doesn’t think X is good for Luke and tells him not to date her.
Luke: C’mon! You cannot tell me who to date.
Lorelay: I am not telling you who to date. I’m telling you who not to date.

∎ Mixed empirical claims in the literature about emotive factive verbs (e.g. surprise, regret, be happy):

○ On the one hand, based on introspective judgements, a strand of literature maintains that emotive
factive predicates do not allow for a strongly exhaustive reading but only for a weakly exhaustive reading
(Berman, 1991; Sharvit, 2002; Guerzoni, 2007; Guerzoni and Sharvit, 2007, 2014; Nicolae, 2013b,a; Romero,
2015):

(5) It surprised Lisa who called. ⊭ It surprised Lisa who didn’t call.

(6) Context: For everybody that actually called (e.g., a, b and c), Lisa expected them to call. But Lisa also
expected someone else to call (e.g., d) who in fact didn’t call.

a. It surprised Lisa who called. FALSE
b. It surprised Lisa who didn’t call. TRUE

○ On the other, experimental results from Cremers and Chemla (2017) [C&C] pointing to SE readings
with surprise.

Figure 1: Sample item for SE-True/WS-False condition from Cremers and Chemla (2017).
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∎ The question of whether emotive factives allow for SE readings is relevant for instance to the *whether puzzle
(e.g. Guerzoni 2007; Guerzoni and Sharvit 2007; Nicolae 2013b, 2015; Uegaki 2015; Romero 2015; Cremers and
Chemla 2017; Roelofsen et al. 2019; Roelofsen 2019).

(7) a. Lisa knows who won./whether Anna won.
b. It surprised Lisa who won./*whether Anna won.

1.2 Theoretical alternatives

∎ Several theoretical alternatives could explain the apparent SE readings of emotive factives:

○ Hypothesis A: apparent SE readings are actual SE readings.
○ Hypothesis B: quantificational wh hypothesis, suggested as a possibility in Romero (2016).
○ Hypothesis C: Theiler (2014)’s literal vs. deductive reading, suggested as another possibility in Romero
(2016)

○ ...

∎ In this talk, we will concentrate on Hypotheses A and B.

∎ Basic semantics for questions (Karttunen, 1977) and basic lexical entry for surprise:

(8) Karttunen’s semantics for questions:
JWho calledK = λw. {p: ∃x [personw(x) ∧ p = λw′.callw′(x) ∧ p(w)]}

=e.g. { λw’.callw′(a), λw’.callw′(b), λw’.callw′(c) }

(9) JsurpriseddeclK = λp.λx.λw: p(w) ∧ believew(x,p). expectw(¬p,x) (Guerzoni and Sharvit, 2007)
λp.λx.λw. surprisew(p,x) [simplified]

∎ Formulating Hypothesis A:

(10) Hypothesis A: The apparent SE readings detected in the experimental studies are genuine SE readings
(regardless of whether the SE arises via an ANSSTR operator or via lexical ambiguity of the embedding
verb).

(11) JsurprisedweakK = λQ.λx.λw. surprisew(∩Q(w),x)

(12) JIt surprisedweak Lisa who calledK =
λw. surprisew([λw’.callw′(a) ∧ callw′(b) ∧ callw′(c)],lisa)

(13) JsurprisedstrongK = λQ.λx.λw. surprisew(λw
′′.Q(w′′)=Q(w),x)

(14) JIt surprisedstrong Lisa who calledK =
λw. surprisew([λw

′′.{p: ∃x [personw′′(x) ∧ p = λw′.callw′(x) ∧ p(w′′)]} = { λw’.callw′(a), λw’.callw′(b),
λw’.callw′(c)}], lisa)

∎ Formulating Hypothesis B:

(15) Hypothesis B: The only genuine reading of emotive factives is the weakly exhaustive reading. How-
ever, while wh-phrases range by default over simple individuals (type e), they can –under the right
circumstances– range over generalized quantifiers (type <<e,t>,t>), crucially including downward mono-
tone generalized quantifiers: e.g. λP.P(anne), λP.¬P(anne). The latter possibility, when combined with
the weakly exhaustive semantics of the verb, leads to strongly exhaustive truth conditions.

(16) Context: John has some de dicto desires about who to become friends with.
Q: What/which students in his new class does John want to become friends with?
A: He wants to become friends with [every student that has good grades]de−dicto.

(17) Q: Who did John claim was involved in the theft? (Romero, 2016)
A: Jones and Murray but not Smith.

a. ‘John claimed that Jones and Murray were involved in theft and that Smith wasn’t.’
b. ‘John claimed that Jones and Murray were involved and did not claim that Smith was.’
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1.3 Current project

∎ Goal: experimentally investigate whether emotive factives allow for SE readings + try to reconcile C&C’s
experimental results with the intuition that emotive factives don’t allow for SE readings.

○ Hypothesis B (unlike Hyp. A) predicts that context plays a role. We therefore test two types of contexts.
○ C&C tested only surprise (vs. know and forget), thus opening up the possibility of variation across
predicates.

∗ We look at 6 downward entailing (DE) factives: surprise, unhappy, disappointed (emotive) and forget,
conceal, hide (non-emotive).

○ Of additional interest is the availability of WE readings with know : previous experimental results by
Cremers and Chemla (2017) and Xiang (2016) suggest that know does allow for WE readings.

∎ Preview, current results:

1. For the DE verbs, both the emotive and non-emotive factives are judged to be less appropriate when only
the SE reading is true, compared to when both the SE and the WE readings are true.

○ This is based on a significant, but small effect.
○ There is also no evidence that the emotives as a class are different from the non-emotives in this
respect.

2. We find no evidence that the context matters, as predicted by the quantificational wh-hypothesis (though
we can’t be sure that the manipulation was successful).

3. We find evidence that know does not allow for WE readings (contra previous results by Cremers and
Chemla 2017 and Xiang 2016).

2 Experimental design

∎ Predicate-type manipulation:

○ Two predicate types: emotive and non-emotive factives (both DE to allow for direct comparisons):

(18) a. Emotive: surprise, upset, disappoint
b. Non-emotive: forget, conceal, hide (about know, see Section 3.4)

∎ Exhaustivity manipulation:

○ To test for the availability of SE readings, we created three types of target sentences about the attitude,
as shown in (20), to be evaluated in a given context, illustrated schematically in (19).

(19) Context (schematic illustration):

a. Situation: John invited lots of people to a party. He invited his close friends and his neighbours.
b. Expectations: He expects his friends to show up, but has no expectations about the neighbours.
c. Outcome: All the neighbours attend the party, but the friends all missed it.

(20) Attitude:

a. It surprised John who missed the garden party. CONTROL: WE true, SE true (TT)
b. It surprised John who attended the garden party. CRITICAL: WE false, SE true (TF)
c. John correctly anticipated who missed the garden party. CONTROL: WE false, SE false (FF)

– The TT and TF condition function as controls/baselines for uncontroversially true vs. false sentences.

— To make the task more natural, we phrased the critical sentences (as in (20)) as yes/no-questions.

○ yes-responses indicate that the sentence is judged to be an appropriate (true) description of the situation:
○ for the critical (TF) condition, the rate of yes-responses indicate the availability of SE readings.

∎ Context manipulation

○ To test the predictions of the “quantificational wh” hypothesis, we also created two context conditions:

(21) The attitude (preference, expectation, etc) is about:

a. particular individuals, e.g. John’s friends vs. neighbours in (22)–(23).
b. a given pattern, and not linked to specific individuals, e.g. all vs. some competitors in (24)–(25).
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– The prediction from Hypothesis B (quantificational wh) is that the ‘pattern attitude’ context (21-b) should
allow the wh-phrase to range over generalized quantifiers, rather than individuals; thus allowing for (apparent)
SE readings, as described in (15).

Example, context-type in (21-a): attitude about particular individuals (friends and neighbours):

(22) John invited lots of people to a garden party he was hosting.

He invited his neighbors, but mainly out of a sense of social obligation; he didn’t have any strong expec-
tation as to whether they would show up or not.

However, he also invited his really close friends, who he definitely expected would come to the party.

In the end, all of the neighbors showed up to the party. Unexpectedly, however, not one of his really close
friends were able to make it.

(23) a. Did it surprise John who missed the garden party? TT
b. Did it surprise John who attended the garden party? TF: WE false, SE true
c. Did John correctly anticipate who missed the garden party? FF

Example, context-type in (21-b): attitude about the pattern (all vs. some of the participants):

(24) Bill and Laura like to watch the TV show Master Chef Denmark, where at the end of each episode, the
judges have the option of eliminating some number of contestants. As a game, they always make a wager
about who will get to stay and who will be eliminated from the competition.

In this edition of Master Chef, at the end of each episode, all, some or none of the contestants may get
selected to continue to the next round.

Bill bets Laura $10 that he will be able to guess who will get to stay and who will be eliminated. In this
round, there are three older and three younger participants left. Since all of the contestants in this round
are so good, Bill guesses that everyone will remain in the running, and no one will be sent home.

Bill has watched every episode of the show, and knows a lot about cooking, so he’s very confident that he
will make the right guess for every single contestant. Unexpectedly, however, while the older contestants
all remain in the running, the three younger ones all have to leave.

(25) a. Did it surprise Bill who got eliminated? TT
b. Did it surprise Bill who got to stay? TF: WE false, SE true
c. Did Bill correctly anticipate who got eliminated? FF

Figure 2: Screen shot of experimental trial.
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Box 1: further details of the experiment

Independent variables (recap)

(26) Factor=predicate type, 2 levels: between item, within subject

a. Emotive: surprise, upset, disappoint critical
b. Non-emotive: forget, conceal, hide control

(27) Factor=exhaustivity, 3 levels: within item, within subject

a. Both WE and SE readings are true (TT) control
b. WE reading is false, SE reading is true (TF) critical
c. Both WE and SE readings are false (FF) control

(28) Factor=context type, 2 levels: between item, within subject

a. Attitude about individuals critical
b. Attitude about pattern critical

Dependent variable: % yes-responses

More on the items, distribution of conditions, counterbalancing. . .

– Total of 12 critical items, where 1 item represented 1 predicate in 3 exhaustivity conditions.
– Each predicate occurred in 2 items; once in the pattern and once in the individual context condition.
– For counterbalancing, we used a Latin Square, so that each participant (group) saw each item only once,
and saw each exhaustivity condition 4 times (once for each predicate type–context combination).

– Thus, each participant saw each predicate type × context type × exhaustivity condition once.
– The experiment also included 1 practise item and 13 fillers, as well as 2 critical items involving know (see
Section 3.4), adding up to 30 items and experimental trials.

– We aimed to balance:

○ that and who clauses (clause type)
○ positive and negative attitudes (verb polarity)
○ emotive and non-emotive predicates
○ pattern and individual context
○ yes and no responses

See the Appendix for a full list of the experimental items.

Participants

– The experiment was implemented in Ibex using PennController (Zehr and Schwarz 2018).
– Participants were recruited via Prolific.ac and paid £7.52 per hour.
– For 90 observations per predicate type × context type × exhaustivity condition, will ran 90 participants.
– After participant pre-screening on Prolific using the following criteria: 17,732 eligible participants

○ Nationality = United States
○ Country of Birth = United States
○ Current Country of Residence = United States
○ Language = I only know English or I know one/two other languages in addition to English
○ Handedness = right-handed

– Exclusion criterion: less than 90% accurate on the control conditions (including the fillers). The responses
from 7 participants were removed using this filter, leaving us with data from 83 participants.

The responses in numbers:

– 996 observations for the 6 DE predicates (excluding fillers)
– 166 observations for know (see Section 3.4)
– apx. 28 observations per predicate × context type × exhaustivity condition / 83 by predicate type.
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3 Results

3.1 Availability of SE readings

Question 1: Was the exhaustivity manipulation successful? Is there a difference in the proportion of yes-responses
between the 3 exhaustivity conditions? (Testing for a main effect.)

Looking first at the control (TT, FF) conditions, we find that the exhaustivity manipulation was successful:

– Sample mean in both false (FF) control condition was 0.009 (close to 0 probability of seeing a yes-response).
– Sample mean in both true (TT) control condition was 0.99 (close to 1 probability of seeing a yes-response).

Results in the critical (TF) condition:

– Recall that a yes-response in the TF condition is evidence for the SE reading (since the WE reading is false).

○ If SE readings were categorically allowed (across predicate and context conditions), then we’d expect to
see no difference between the rate of yes-responses between the TT control and the critical TF condition.

○ If SE readings were categorically disallowed, then we’d expect to see no difference between the rate of
yes-responses between the FF control and the critical TF condition.

– As shown in Fig 3, the critical TF condition is closer to the TT condition than to the FF condition.
– However, the rate of yes-responses in the critical TF condition is significantly different from that in the TT

control condition (across context and predicate type conditions); see Fig 3/Table 1.

Figure 3: Sample means for DE-factives by exhaustivity conditions: rate of yes-responses, across all predicate and
context conditions. Error bars represent 95% Confidence Intervals.

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

TT (µ=0.99) vs. TF (µ=0.87) 38.94 Yes (p < 0.001)
FF (µ=0.01) vs. TF (µ=0.87) 503.14 Yes (p < 0.001)
TT (µ=0.99) vs. FF (µ=0.01) 644.16 Yes (p < 0.001)

Table 1: Summary of results from two-sided Chi-squared tests for exhaustivity based differences.

Next: Investigating the source of the difference between between the critical TF condition and the TT control
(effects of verb-type and context type?).
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3.2 Effect of predicate type & interaction of exhaustivity and predicate type

Question 2: Do emotives and non-emotives differ with regards to the availability of strong readings?

Results, take 1:

– For the TT and FF controls, the emotives are not different from the non-emotives (p’s > 0.05).

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

TT: Non.Emo (µ=0.99) vs. Emo (µ=0.99) 7.1885e-29 No (p = 1)
FF: Non.Emo (µ=0.00) vs. Emo (µ=0.02) 3.03 No (p = 0.08)

– There is a significant difference between the critical TF condition and the TT control condition for both the
emotives and the non-emotives (p’s ≤ 0.001).

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

Emo: TF (µ=0.83) vs. TT (µ=0.99) 28.73 Yes (p < 0.001)
Non.Emo: TF (µ=0.92) vs. TT (µ=0.99) 10.74 Yes (p = 0.001)

– In the critical TF condition, the emotives are significantly different from the non-emotives, with a lower rate
of yes-responses for the emotives than for the non-emotives, as expected (p = 0.008).

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

TF: Non.Emo (µ=0.92) vs. Emo (µ=0.83) 6.98 Yes (p = 0.008)

Figure 4: Sample means for DE-factives, by exhaustivity and predicate type conditions: rate of yes-responses,
across context conditions with 95% CIs.

Discussion:

– Thus, it looks like the emotives and non-emotives differ with respect to SE readings.
– However! When we look at the data by predicate (Figure 5), we find that the difference between the emotives
(top row) and the non-emotives (bottom row) appears to be driven by upset.

○ The reason for this might be that participants judged upset to be too strong of an emotive response to
the event described in the context (see Appendix). Thanks Erlinde Meertens, p.c., for this comment!

○ If so, then upset would be dragging down the rate of yes-responses for the emotives relative to the non-
emotives, for reasons related to the appropriateness of the description, rather than exhaustivity.

○ We therefore also did the relevant comparisons without upset.
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Figure 5: Sample means for DE-verbs, by exhaustivity and predicate: rate of yes-responses, across context condi-
tions with 95% CIs.

Rate of yes-responses by predicate in the critical TF condition:

– Emotives: disappoint 85.7%, surprise 87.3%, upset 74.5%
– Non-emotives: conceal 91.1%, hide 92.7%, forget 92.7%

Results without upset :

– The difference between the critical TF condition and the TT control is still significant for the other emotives
factives, i.e. surprise and disappoint (p < 0.001):

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

Emo: TF (µ=0.86) vs. TT (µ=0.99) 13.07 Yes (p < 0.001)
Non.Emo: TF (µ=0.92) vs. TT (µ=0.99) 10.74 Yes (p = 0.001)

Figure 6: Sample means for DE-factives without upset, by exhaustivity and predicate type conditions: rate of
yes-responses, across context conditions with 95% CIs.

– However, in the critical TF condition, the difference between the emotives and the non-emotives is no longer
significant (p = 0.1242):

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

TF: Non.Emo (µ=0.92) vs. Emo (µ=0.86) 2.36 No (p = 0.1242)
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To test for interactions as well as main effects, we also fitted Generalized Linear Mixed-Effects Models (glmer,
family=binomial, without FF conditions).

Results of Mixed-Effects Models:

– Model including upset (intercept = 3.04; predicate type=emotive, exhaustivity=TF):

○ Significant main effect of both predicate type=non-emotive (β = 1.28, p = 0.004) and exhaustivity=TT
(β = 4.05, p < 0.001)1, but no significant interaction of predicate type and exhaustivity (p = 0.363).

– The lack of an interaction suggests that the difference between the TT and the TF conditions is not
significantly greater for the emotives than for the non-emotives (even with upset included in the analysis).

○ The best model predicts yes-responses from predicate type and exhaustivity as fixed effects (no interac-
tion), with a random intercept for participants.

– Model excluding upset (intercept = 5.6; predicate type=emotive, exhaustivity=TF):

○ No main effect of predicate type (p = 0.057), but the main effect of exhaustivity remains (β = 3.756, p <
0.0001).2

○ As above, this shows us that the difference between the emotives and the non-emotives in the TF condition
is entirely driven by upset.

○ The best model predicts yes-responses from exhaustivity, with a random intercept for participants.

Figure 7: Sample means for DE-factives, with and without upset, by exhaustivity and predicate type conditions:
rate of yes-responses, across context conditions with 95% Confidence Intervals.

Overall take-home points:

1. Both non-emotive and emotive factives show a ‘penalty’ in the critical TF condition: i.e. participants judge
the sentences to be true less often, when only the strong, and not the weak, reading is true.

2. However, there is little evidence that the penalty is greater for the emotive than for the non-emotive factives:

– If we include upset in the analysis, then the difference between the emotives and the non-emotives in the
TF condition is significant (glmer/Chi-squared tests).

– If we exclude upset –which might show lower ratings for independent reasons– then the difference is no
longer significant (glmer/Chi-squared tests).

– Crucially, there is no predicate type × exhaustivity interaction, even when upset is included (glmer).

– This suggests that, independently of the results for upset, we cannot conclude that the emotives and the
non-emotives differ with respect to the (non-)availability of SE readings.

Next: Is there a difference between the two context conditions with regards to the availability of strong readings?

– The “quantificational wh” hypothesis of Romero (2016) predicts that the emotives, in the pattern attitude
condition, would allow for a reading resembling the SE reading.

– This predicts that for the emotive factives in the critical TF exhaustivity condition, we should see a greater
proportion of yes-responses in the pattern context condition than in the individual context condition.

– For the non-emotives, since the ‘true SE’ reading should always be available (presumably regardless of the
context), we expect to see high rates of yes-responses in both the pattern and the individual context condition.

○ We might still see an asymmetry for the non-emotives, but we expect that the difference between the two
context conditions should be greater for the emotives because the ‘quantificational wh’ route on this view
is the only way to get the SE truth-conditions (i.e. we expect an interaction).

1Same result as in the Chi-squared test.
2Same result as in the Chi-squared test.
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3.3 Effect of context type

Question 3: Does the type of context impact the availability of SE readings?

– Descriptively, there is a difference between the two context types (individual vs. pattern attitude) for the
emotive factives in the TF exhaustivity condition, in the expected direction (see Fig. 8).

– Descriptively, the non-emotives show the opposite result (see Fig. 8).
– However, Chi-squared tests show that these differences are not significant:

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

Emo: Ind (µ=0.80) vs. Pattern (µ=0.86) 1.04 No (p = 0.3068)
Non.Emo: Ind (µ=0.94) vs. Pattern (µ=0.90) 0.75 No (p = 0.3861)

We also ran a glmer predicting the observation of a yes-response from context type and its interaction with
predicate type, in the critical TF exhaustivity condition only.

– This model corroborates the results from the Chi-squared test: showing no difference between the two context
conditions (β =0.89, p=0.16), nor a significant interaction with predicate type (β = -1.86, p=0.08317).

Figure 8: Sample means for DE verbs by exhaustivity and context type: rate of yes-responses with 95% CIs.

Summary, results:

1. Both the emotive and non-emotive factives are judged to be less appropriate when only the SE reading is
true, compared to when both the SE and the WE readings are true.

– This is based on a significant, but small effect.
– There is also no evidence that the emotives as a class are different from the non-emotives in this respect.

2. We find no evidence that the context matters, as predicted by the quantificational wh-hypothesis (though
we can’t be sure that the manipulation was successful).

3.4 Weak readings with know

Recall that we also included items with know, as a separate sub-experiment, to test the availability of weak readings
with know.

(29) Factor=exhaustivity, 3 levels:3

a. Control: both weak and strong readings are true (TT)
b. Critical: weak reading is true, strong reading is false (TF)
c. Control: both weak and strong readings are false (FF)

3Note that know is upward entailing!
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As with the DE predicates, the control (TT, FF) conditions show that the exhaustivity manipulation was successful:

– Sample mean was 0 in the FF control condition was 0 and 0.98 in the TT control.

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

TT (µ=0.98) vs. FF (µ=0.00) 107.07 Yes (p < 2.2e-16)

Results in the critical (TF) condition:

– Recall that a yes-response in the TF condition indicates that the weak reading is true.

○ If weak readings were allowed, then we’d expect to see no difference in the rate of yes-responses between
the TT control and the critical TF condition (cf. DE-verbs).

○ If weak readings were disallowed, then we’d expect to see no difference in the rate of yes-responses between
the FF control and the critical TF condition.

– As illustrated in Figure 9, the TF condition (µ=0.05) is closer to the FF condition than to the TT condition.

– Statistically, the rate of yes-responses in the critical TF condition is not significantly different from the FF
condition:

Comparison χ2 Reject H0 (µ1=µ2)?

TT (µ=0.98) vs. FT (µ=0.05) 94.71 Yes (p < 2.2e-16)
FF (µ=0.00) vs. FT (µ=0.05) 3.14 No (p = 0.08)

Figure 9: Sample means for know, by exhaustivity: rate of yes-responses, across both context conditions with 95%
Confidence Intervals.

Main result: know does not allow for WE readings.

4 Discussion

∎ Recap, main results (based on Hypothesis B):

1. Both the emotive and non-emotive factives are judged to be less appropriate when only the SE reading is
true, compared to when both the SE and the WE readings are true.

– This is based on a significant, but small effect.
– There is also no evidence that the emotives as a class are different from the non-emotives in this
respect.
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2. We find no evidence that the context matters, as predicted by the quantificational wh-hypothesis (though
we can’t be sure that the manipulation was successful).

3. We find clear evidence that know does not allow for WE readings (contra C&C).

∎ Question: could it be that we didn’t detect a (robust) difference between the emotive and non-emotive factives
in the critical TF condition was because the signal is too weak?

∎ Perhaps, but. . .

1. Recall that we detected a robust effect of the exhaustivity manipulation for both predicate types, suggesting
that participants judge the sentences to be true less often, when only the strong, and not the weak, reading
is true. (I.e. the exhaustivity manipulation worked.)

– Hence, given that the exhaustivity manipulation worked: why shouldn’t we be able to pick up on a
difference between emotive and non-emotive factives, if there in fact is one.

– Note also that we found clear evidence that know does not allow for WE readings; suggesting that
the experiment was able to detect differences between verbs in terms of SE vs. WE readings.

∎ What about Hypothesis C concerning Theiler (2014)’s literal vs. deductive readings?

∎ Theiler (2014): Emotive factives (among other verbs) afford two readings:

(i) a literal reading describing the subject’s state of mind / attentive state (awareness of some particular facts
that cause her happiness/surprise), and

(ii) a deductive reading, where the fact that is said to cause the subject’s happiness/surprise need not even
be part of her attentive state.

(30) Scenario:
Bob, Alice and others applied for a waiting job at a café. Alice’s friend Mary already works there and
hopes that Alice will be hired. Mary is not informed so well about who else applied for the waiting job.
In particular, she does not spend much thought on Bob’s application. However, she does not hold any
grudge against Bob, either: if he does not get the job, this fact in itself will not make Mary happy. Alice
calls Mary and tells her that she got the job. Mary is happy about this news.

(31) Mary is happy about who got the job. TRUE in (30)

(32) Mary is happy about who did not get the job. ??? TRUE in (30)

(33) “There are expressions which seem to disambiguate embedding verbs in favour of the deductive reading.
Examples of such phrases are in a sense or in effect. They appear to relax the definition of what constitutes
being happy for instance. That is, inserting in a sense, it is justified to talk of Mary being happy about a
proposition p even if characteristic features of Mary being happy about p—such as p being part of Mary’s
attentive state—are absent.” (Theiler 2014:43)

(34) In a sense / In effect, Mary is happy about who did not get the job. TRUE in (30)

∎ Formulating Hypothesis C:

(35) Hypothesis C: The so-called literal reading is the only genuine reading of emotive factive predicates.
The deductive interpretation is the result of combining the genuine reading with pragmatic factors
(possibly as a case of ‘loose’ talk). The disconnect between introspection and experimental judgments
results from the former tapping into the literal reading and the latter accessing the deductive interpre-
tation.

∎ Any thoughts?
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Appendices

A Notes about the design

(36) Antonyms:

a. surprise ∼ correctly anticipate
b. upset ∼ please
c. disappoint ∼ please
d. forget ∼ remember
e. conceal ∼ reveal
f. hide ∼ reveal

Selection of verbs was based on:

– 3 ‘base’ verbs from (Cremers and Chemla, 2017)

– Other verbs checked in MegaAttitude (White and Rawlins, 2016, 2018) for acceptability and veridicality (didn’t
have happy and unhappy): see images folder; from MegaAccept and MegaVerid

– piloting – appropriateness in context (e.g. unhappy considered too strong of an emotional responses)

Additionally:

– Scenarios are not biased; no mention of missing or attending; but vary scenarios to avoid cultural bias.

– forget, conceal, and know are more involved to avoid a Gettier problem.

– All verbs are past tense.
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B Context: Attitude about the pattern

surprise Bill and Laura like to watch the TV show Master Chef Denmark, where at the end of each episode, the
judges have the option of eliminating some number of contestants. As a game, they always make a wager about
who will get to stay and who will be eliminated from the competition.

In this edition of Master Chef, at the end of each episode, all, some or none of the contestants may get selected to
continue to the next round.

Bill bets Laura $10 that he will be able to guess who will get to stay and who will be eliminated. In this round,
there are three older and three younger participants left. Since all of the contestants in this round are so good,
Bill guesses that everyone will remain in the running, and no one will be sent home.

Bill has watched every episode of the show, and knows a lot about cooking, so he’s very confident that he will
make the right guess for every single contestant. Unexpectedly, however, while the older contestants all remain in
the running, the three younger ones all have to leave.

(37) a. Did it surprise Bill who got eliminated? TT
b. Did it surprise Bill who got to stay? TF
c. Did Bill correctly anticipate who got eliminated? FF

upset Jake and Jill like to watch the cable show Top Chef Mexico, where at the end of each episode, the judges
have the option of eliminating some number of contestants. As a game, they always make a wager about who will
get to stay and who will be eliminated from the competition.

In this edition of Top Chef, at the end of each episode, all, some or none of the contestants may get selected to
continue to the next round.

Jake bets Jill $500 that he will be able to correctly guess who will get to stay and who will get eliminated. The
only way that Jake will get his money, is if he is able to make the correct guess for every single contestant. In this
round, there are two older and three younger participants left.
Since all of the contestants in this round are so good, Jake guesses, and then dearly hopes, that everyone will remain
in the running, and no one will be sent home. Unfortunately for Jake, however, while the younger contestants all
remain in the running, the older ones both have to leave; and thus, to his great dismay, Jake loses $500.

(38) a. Did it upset Jake who got eliminated? TT
b. Did it upset Jake who got to stay? TF
c. Did it please Jake who got eliminated? FF

disappoint Michelle and Joe like to watch the game show Jeopardy 2.0, where at the end of each episode, the
judges have the option of eliminating some number of contestants. As a game, they always make a wager about
who will get to stay and who will be eliminated from the competition.

In this edition of Jeopardy, at the end of each episode, all, some or none of the contestants may get selected to
continue to the next round.

Michelle bets Joe $100 that she will be able to guess who gets to stay and who gets eliminated. The only way that
Michelle will get her money, is if she is able to make the correct guess for every single contestant. In this round,
there are three men and two women left.

Since all of the contestants in this round are so good, Michelle guesses, and then hopes, that everyone will remain
in the running, and no one will be sent home. Unfortunately for Michelle, however, while the male contestants all
remain in the running, the two female contestants both have to leave; and thus, to her dismay, Michelle loses $100.

(39) a. Did it disappoint Michelle who got eliminated? TT
b. Did it disappoint Michelle who got to stay? TF
c. Did it please Michelle who got eliminated? FF

forget Larry and Annie like to watch the cable show The Next British Millionaire, where at the end of each
episode, the judges have the option of eliminating some number of contestants. As a game, they always make a
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wager about who will get to stay and who will be eliminated.

Larry bets Annie $50 that he will be able to guess who gets to stay and who has to leave. There are four Scotsmen
and three Londoners left. Since they are all so good, Larry guesses that everyone will get to stay. It turns out,
however, that only the Scotsmen remain in the running; the Londoners are all sent home.

For the viewing party, Annie had brought a nice bottle of Scotch, and Larry ends up drinking about half of it;
subsequently forgetting pretty much everything from the night, except for seeing the loud and happy Scotsmen
singing and cheering.

Even though he still has no recollection of the contestants from London, Larry assumes that since everyone in this
round were so incredibly good, all of the contestants, including the Londoners, were allowed to proceed to the next
round. (The Scotsmen just celebrated the loudest...) Thus, he wrongly believes that he won the bet.

(40) a. Did Larry forget who got eliminated? TT
b. Did Larry forget who got to stay? TF
c. Did Larry remember who got eliminated? FF

conceal Lisa and Simon like to watch the trivia game show Mega Trivia UK, where at the end of each episode,
the judges have the option of eliminating some number of contestants. As a game, they always make a wager about
who will get to stay and who will be eliminated.

In this edition of Mega Trivia, at the end of each episode, all, some or none of the contestants may get selected
to continue to the next round. There are three Welsh and four English contestants left. Lisa thinks that the
Welsh contestants are generally much stronger, and guesses that they will remain in the running, and that the
Englishmen will be sent home. Simon, however, guesses that everyone will be allowed to stay.

As it turns out, Lisa makes the correct guess! Unfortunately, however, Simon had brought a large bottle of gin
to their viewing party, and Lisa ends up drinking about half of it; subsequently forgetting pretty much everything
from the night.

The next morning, Lisa sees a picture on Instagram of both the English and the Welsh contestants partying
together. She therefore assumes, wrongly, that everyone were allowed to stay, and that she therefore lost the bet.
Simon, seeing his chance to ”win” the bet, doesn’t correct her on the matter. Instead, he lets her believe that
everyone were allowed to stay in the competition.

(41) a. Did Simon conceal from Lisa who got eliminated? TT
b. Did Simon conceal from Lisa who got to stay? TF
c. Did Simon reveal to Lisa who got eliminated? FF

hide Brian and Janet like to watch the trivia game show The Great Canadian History Quiz, where at the end
of each episode, the judges have the option of eliminating some number of contestants. As a game, they always
make a wager about who will get to stay and who will be eliminated.

In this edition of The History Quiz, at the end of each episode, all, some or none of the contestants may get
selected to continue to the next round. There are two older and three younger contestants left. Brian thinks that
the younger contestants are generally much better, and guesses that they will remain in the running, and that the
older ones will be sent home. Janet, however, guesses that everyone will be allowed to stay.

As it turns out, Brian makes the correct guess! Unfortunately, however, Janet had brought a large bottle of
bourbon to their viewing party, and Brian ends up drinking about half of it; subsequently forgetting pretty much
everything from the night.

The next day, Brian sees a video on facebook of all of the contestants partying together. He therefore assumes,
wrongly, that everyone were allowed to stay, and that he therefore lost the bet. Janet, realizing her opportunity
to ”win” the bet, doesn’t correct him on the matter. Instead, she leads him to believe that no one was sent home.

(42) a. Did Janet hide from Brian who got eliminated? TT
b. Did Janet hide from Brian who got to stay? TF
c. Did Janet tell Brian who got eliminated? FF
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know Sue and Tom like to watch the game show Guess the Tune Italy, where at the end of each episode, the
judges have the option of eliminating some number of contestants. As a game, they always make a wager about
who will get to stay and who will be eliminated.

Sue bets Tom $60 that she will be able to guess who gets to stay and who has to leave. There are four northerners
and three southerners left. Sue guesses that everyone will get to stay, and no one will be sent home. It turns out,
however, that only the southerners remain in the running; the northerners are all sent home.

For the viewing party, Tom had brought three bottles of wine, and Sue ends up drinking at least two whole bottles
herself; subsequently forgetting almost everything from the night. The following morning, she sees a picture on
Facebook of the southerners singing and celebrating together, reminding her that they are still in the running.

Even though she still has no recollection of the northerners, Sue assumes that since everyone in this round were
so good, they were all allowed to proceed to the next round. (The northerners were probably off celebrating
somewhere else.) Thus, she wrongly believes that she won the bet.

(43) a. Does Sue know who got eliminated? FF
b. Does Sue know who got to stay? FT
c. Is it the case that Sue doesn’t know who got eliminated? TT

C Attitude about individuals

surprise John invited lots of people to a garden party he was hosting.

He invited his neighbors, but mainly out of a sense of social obligation; he didn’t have any strong expectation as
to whether they would show up or not.

However, he also invited his really close friends, who he definitely expected would come to the party.

In the end, all of the neighbors showed up to the party. Unexpectedly, however, not one of his really close friends
were able to make it.

(44) a. Did it surprise John who missed the garden party? TT
b. Did it surprise John who attended the garden party? TF
c. Did John correctly anticipate who missed the garden party? FF

upset Marty invited lots of people to a public lecture he was giving.

He invited his relatives, but mainly out of a sense of obligation; he didn’t have particularly strong feelings about
them being there or not.

However, he had also told some of his colleagues, who he was really hoping would be at the lecture.

In the end, all of Marty’s relatives came to the lecture. Sadly, however, none of his colleagues were able to make
it.

(45) a. Did it upset Marty who missed the lecture? TT
b. Did it upset Marty who attended the lecture? TF
c. Did it please Marty who missed the lecture? FF

disappoint Anna invited a large number of people to her Halloween party.

She invited her colleagues, but mainly out of a sense of social obligation; she didn’t have very strong feelings about
them coming to the party or not.

However, she also invited some of her very good friends, who she was really hoping would be there.

In the end, all of Anna’s colleagues came to the party. Sadly, however, not one of her close friends showed up.
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(46) a. Did it disappoint Anna who missed the Halloween party? TT
b. Did it disappoint Anna who attended the Halloween party? STR=T,WK=F
c. Did it please Anna who missed the Halloween party? FF

forget Steve invited lots of people to his New Year’s Eve party. He invited his co-workers, but only because he
felt he should; he honestly didn’t care whether they showed up or not. However, he also invited some of his old
high school mates, who he was really hoping would be there.

Sadly, while all of the co-workers came to the party, none of his old high school friends showed up.

Steve, in his disappointment about this, drank almost half a bottle of vodka, and ended up forgetting almost ev-
erything that happened that night, except for a random conversation between the co-workers about the company’s
new management.

Even though he still has no recollection of his old high school friends being there or not, he assumes, blissfully
ignorant, that everyone invited, including the high school friends, were there the previous night.

(47) a. Did Steve forget who missed the New Year’s Eve party? TT
b. Did Steve forget who attended the New Year’s Eve party? TF
c. Did Steve remember who missed the New Year’s Eve party? FF

conceal Anita invited lots of people to her husband Jeff’s surprise birthday party. She invited his colleagues, but
only because she felt obliged to; she knew that he wouldn’t really care whether they were there or not. However,
she also invited some of Jeff’s old friends from school, who she was really hoping would be there.

Sadly, while all of Jeff’s colleagues came to the party, none of his old school friends showed up. Jeff, feeling very
sad about this, drank almost half a bottle of whiskey, and ended up forgetting almost everything that happened
that night.

The following morning, Jeff wakes up to find the house in a terrible state – the kind of mess that only his old school
mates could’ve caused! So he assumes, blissfully ignorant, that both his friends and his colleagues were at the party.

Anita, seeing Jeff’s happiness in light of his new belief that everyone came to his party, can’t bring herself to
correct him on the matter. So she lets him believe that both his friends and his colleagues were in fact present.

(48) a. Did Anita conceal from Jeff who missed his birthday party? TT
b. Did Anita conceal from Jeff who attended his birthday party? TF
c. Did Anita reveal to Jeff who missed his birthday party? FF

hide Jimmy invited lots of people to his girlfriend Lucy’s 30th birthday party. He invited the neighbors, but
only because he felt obliged to; he knew that she wouldn’t really care whether they were there or not. However,
he also invited some of Lucy’s old childhood friends, who he was really hoping would be there.

Sadly, while all of the neighbors came to the party, none of Lucy’s old friends were able to make it. Lucy, feeling
very disappointed, ended up drinking almost 2 bottles of wine, and subsequently forgot almost everything from
the previous night.

The next morning, Lucy wakes up to find all of her old yearbooks out on the living room table. Since looking
through old yearbooks is just the sort of thing that she and her old friends would do, Lucy assumes, happily, that
her old friends and the neighbors must’ve all been at the party.

Jimmy, seeing how happy it makes Lucy to think that everyone came to the party, can’t bring himself to correct
her on the matter. So he lets her believe that both her friends and their neighbors were there.

(49) a. Did Jimmy hide from Lucy who missed her birthday party? TT
b. Did Jimmy hide from Lucy who attended her birthday party? TF
c. Did Jimmy tell Lucy who missed her birthday party? FF

know Tim invited a bunch of people to his Super Bowl party. He invited his neighbors, but mostly to be polite;
he honestly didn’t care much whether they came or not. He also invited all of his gym buddies, who he had run
into earlier in the week, who he was quite eager to see.
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While all of his gym buddies came to the party, none of the neighbors showed up. Tim, being quite the party
animal, drank way too much that night, and ended up forgetting almost everything that happened.
The following morning, he sees a picture on Facebook from the party, of all of the gym buddies having a push up
contest.

Even though he still doesn’t remember anything about the neighbors, he assumes, happily, that everyone invited,
including the neighbors, were at the party.

(50) a. Does Tim know who missed the Super Bowl party? FF
b. Does Tim know who attended the Super Bowl party? FT
c. Is it the case that Tim doesn’t know who missed the Super Bowl party? TT
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